Facilatating
Food Skills Workshops
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PREFACE
The goal of the PEI Food Exchange (FX) project is to stimulate healthy local food production
and consumption across Prince Edward Island by celebrating it’s rich agricultural heritage and
revitalizing growth in local food self-sufficiency.
The inspiration behind the Food Skills Series is the recognition that the ability to rebuild food
literacy resides with the members of the community.
This toolkit is intended to assist communities across PEI in strengthening knowledge,
capacity, and engagement with healthy food skills.
This toolkits includes a range of tools, support information, and outlines key organization steps
which are intended to empower community groups and individuals to successfully host their
own food skills workshop.
This toolkit is one in a series produced by the Food Exchange and is designed to stand alone
or be used in conjunction with the other toolkits on specific topics.
“In a food environment where highly processed products have become the easy choice and
sometimes the only choice, the promotion of food skills as a component of food literacy is an
essential part of strategies aimed at supporting lifelong healthy eating habits.”
(Canada’s Food Guide 2019).
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INTRODUCTION
Gleaned from various sources and the experiences of the PEI Food Exchange FX)
over the course of many years, (See History), this toolkit provides the fundamentals
for delivering workshops on a variety of food skills.
This tool kit is a interactive digital resource, providing links to it’s sources
and further resources.
LINKS= Green text, Green boxes Titles which are underlined and Green

This toolkits is intended to be a living resource. Through ongoing input and
evaluation, the FX hopes to update and improve the materials to ensure their
continued relevance for local groups.
We aim to provide easy to follow, comprehensive information that can be
implemented at any budget.
The introduction includes: what, who, why, how to’s- and some guideline around
Food Skills.
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INTRODUCTION
This guide begins with the basics of Planning, Preparing and Promoting
workshops, introducing facilitators to important details to consider before hosting the
workshops. Details such as gathering materials, finding a location, recruiting
participants, setting a timeline, and workshop safety tips,
The next section focuses on facilitation it offers suggestions for workshop delivery
as well as how to engage participants in a meaningful and practical way.
Followed by an Appendix.

Food skills can be taught, learned, and shared in a variety of settings.
Canada Food Guide -2018

Addressing Food Security with Fermented Food
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What are Food Skills?
Food skills are all the skills individuals need to provide good
food for their household, make healthy choices and prepare
meals that are safe, nutritious and culturally acceptable. 1.
Food First NL bases it’s 8 Food Skills Workshops Series, on
the 4 P's of Local Food*
The 4 P's are Planting, Picking, Preparing, and Preserving.
Together they include how to grow food, harvest it, make
healthy meals from it, and preserve it for future use.

1. Vanderkooy P. Food skills of Waterloo Region adults. Region of
Waterloo Public Health; 2010
* coined by Neil Tilley, who was a community organizer, organic farmer,
and advocate for environmental stewardship
Canada’s Food Guide 2019: SECTION 3 Importance of food skills
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Who Can Host a Food Skills Workshop?
Any individual or community group that is interested in promoting
food skills can host a workshop.
Organizing and/or facilitating a workshop is a great way to share
your skills, the skills of another or to help people learn from each
other.
Some examples:
★

A farmers’ market might host a few workshops over the
course of the market season, to showcase the products that
farmers are selling

★

A community garden may choose to host workshops to
inspire gardeners at the start of the growing season.

★

A community kitchen may find the workshops useful for
introducing participants to new ingredients and techniques.
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Why Host a Food Skills Workshop?
Hosting a Food Skills Workshop can have several cultural, health,
environmental, educational, and financial benefits.
Participants will:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Help to preserve traditional food skills and knowledge;
Learn practical, hands-on food skills that promote healthy eating and are part of an
active lifestyle;
Meet and connect with other like-minded individuals that care about creating supportive
local food communities;
Gain awareness of ways to live sustainably with minimal impact on the environment;
Build confidence through recognizing the value of the skills and knowledge that they and
other local people already have;
Connect with organizations and groups in the area that offer valuable services and
opportunities;
Discover affordable ways to enjoy locally produced, healthy foods year round; and
Become better connected with their food system and gain a greater understanding of
community food security.
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How to’s- Food Skills Workshop
There are workshop toolkits created that are meant
to be introductory learning experiences, both for
participants attending the workshops and facilitators
preparing them, to help build knowledge and
confidence of healthy, traditional food skills in their
communities
These workshops can be hosted individually or also
work well when offered as part of a series.
There is no set rule on how to use these workshops;
they are intended to be flexible and applicable for a
variety of different purposes.
Facilitators do not need to be experts in these
topics, however they should know the material and
be confident in presenting it.

Preserving for Beginner Workshop Series
Edible Gardening for Beginners Workshop Series
PEI Food Exchange
8 Different food skills workshops
NL Food First
A toolkit for New Brunswick Community Food
Mentor Program facilitators
N.B Food Security Action Network

Lessons Learned in Organizing Community Food
Skills Workshops A Facilitation Guide
Ecology Action Centre-NS
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Food Skills Workshop Guidelines
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Where to hold the workshop?

Who will teach your workshop?

When is the best time to hold your workshop?
Will the class be hands-on, demonstration style or a combination of both?
How can you keep your workshops accessible?

How can you balance costs with accessibility?

How will you manage registration?
How will you advertise your workshop?
How do you keep your workshop running smoothly?
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PLANNING PREPARING PROMOTING
Good workshops start long before getting people together in a room.
To be successful, workshops need to be carefully planned, prepared and promoted.
As a facilitator it is essential to be organized and fully prepared
for your successful workshop: familiarize yourself with the module content,
plan to accommodate the expected participants, have your materials and
location secured, stay on top of promotion, and maintain communication with
those involved as needed.
Seeds For Change Facilitating Workshops

Checklist are helpful for staying organized and being prepared
See the “Are You Ready? sample checklist.
Refer to NB Food Security Action Network's How to build mental fitness into
the program? for tips for success.
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Agenda and Scheduling
Having defined goals for a workshop is a crucial first step,
as the agenda should, in every way, support theses goals.
Most food skills workshops seem to work well in a two hour time frame.
Consider adding an extra ½ hours, if planning to have the participants introduce
themselves and share what they want to learn and to have time for a Q&A at the
end of the session.
Schedule workshops at times when participants are most likely to attend.

A
D
N

Consider polling interested participants as to whether they prefer
weekdays, weekends, or evenings.
Keep in mind work schedules and child care commitments
(it might be beneficial to schedule a supervised child-friendly activity
at the same time and place.)

E
L
P

E
G
A

M
A
S
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Schedule workshops with adequate time to complete planned
agenda items.
The ‘Activities’ generally take place at the end of the workshop and
they are extremely important for providing hands-on and interactive
learning experiences. Be sure that your timeline leaves enough
room that activities are not cut short
Be flexible with your agenda and timeline
.
No matter how detailed your coordination, activities can often run
longer than expected and discussions can foray into new topics. For
adult learners in particular this dialogue and exchange fosters
networking, socializing, and engagement among community
members that is a welcome benefit.
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Number of Participants
Hands-on workshops are best suited to groups of 12-15
participants; These are general guidelines and will depend on
resources, budget, space, and planned activities.
Workshops that are demonstrations rather than hands-on
may accommodate a larger number of participants.

Ideally the facilitator should have an assistant for every 5
participants.
Always confirm with the facilitator, how many participants
they can comfortably handle..

Successful Kimchee workshop 2014
-over 50 participants attended
-no pre registration required
-no idea it would be so popular!!
A very talented presenter and facilitator were able to pull
this off.
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Getting to Know Participants
Another way to encourage participation and to enhance
the overall experience for learners is by familiarizing
yourself workshop attendees. Understanding their level
of experience, and clarifying their expectations and
particular interest in the topic, not only helps in the
planning process It will also help to evaluate the change
in the group’s confidence, knowledge and skills from
participating in the program.
This can be achieved simply through the introductory
portion of the workshop where the facilitator may ask
questions related to these subjects.
Organizers may also or alternatively choose to gather
relevant information during the registration process prior
to the first workshop. See Sample Registration Form
(can be done via email, telephone,online form…)
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Registration of participants

BENEFITS of Keeping track
★

★

Helps to determine promotional
needs to ﬁll available spaces as
the date gets closer
Get to know atendees before
workshop ie understanding their
level of experience, clarifying their
expectations and particular
interest in the topics.

HELPFUL
Create an online registration form
as an aid to keep track
of participants .
The form can be easily linked to
populate a spreadsheet
(google docs - free sharable )
Sample Registration Google Form
Appendice C Sample Registration Form
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Budgets
This Food Skills Workshops toolkit has been designed to keep
expenses low by recommending affordable and reused materials
for workshop activities where possible.
The purpose of keeping the workshop budget low is to allow for
greater access to participation - thus further breaking down
barriers to learning food skills - but this can be adjusted based on
your particular circumstances and target audience.
It is essential to make a budget at the start of the planning
process to monitor expenses. See Budget Template
Seeking in kind donations from the community can strengthen the project by developing relationships with new
community partners, and can help to lower program costs. Possible contributions to explore can be monetary and
non-monetary such as volunteer hours, equipment, materials, printing, advertising, supplies, food, consulting and
use of facilities.
See more on how to set a fee for workshop participation. If additional funds are needed to cover the costs of the
workshop or to avoid participant fees, consider organizing a fundraiser, or applying for local funding or grants
.
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Materials and Equiptment
Be creative and conscious of budget when sourcing the necessary materials and equipment for your workshop.
Gardening tools, equipment, seeds, and other supplies are often available
at an affordable cost or can be borrowed in spaces like community
gardens, or could be acquired through monetary or in-kind donations from
local businesses or organizations.

The kitchen you select should have basic appliances like a stove and fridge. There
should be adequate counter space, demonstration space and sink. Ideally, the
kitchen would be equipped with the necessary pots, pans, utensils, dishes, cutlery
and cleaning supplies. If it does not have the necessary equipment, these items
can be sourced from donations, borrowed or purchased second hand.

Depending on how the topics are presented, you may need a flip chart, markers, electrical
outlets, extension cords, computer, projector, speakers, wall space and/or a portable screen.
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Local Food
To help create local food awareness, and strengthen community support and connections,
it is highly recommended to select recipes that highlight local foods and
to source local fresh ingredients as much as possible.

Island Food, a comprehensive google map of:
Where to Buy Local-Farmers Markets
Community Gardens
CSA-Market Farmers
Island Made (Food Producers)
Fishers
U-picks
and more

The production of sustainable, locally grown foods is key
to providing long-term food security for communities.

This map is intended be a living resource.
Please help update to ensure its continued
relevance for local food .
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It is cost effective to source produce when
it is in abundance and to offer workshops
when participants can apply their
new-found knowledge as soon after the
workshop as possible.

Finally, consider providing snacks and
beverages for longer workshops and
particularly those that are scheduled
around mealtimes. Sourcing fresh, local
produce to be shared among participants
is a great way to encourage discussion
over unusual veggies or the availability of
local food.

The Fresh Products
Directory will help you
find what’s in season
and where you can
find it.
You can find a list of
certified organic farms
on The PEI Certified
Organic Producers
Cooperative website.

Join Facebook group
“Food Exchange PEI”
for current details of
fresh produce. Post
questions about where
to source local food.
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Selecting a Location
Availability- Choose a site that is available for use on your scheduled dates
❏
❏

Book your space well in advance for all expected dates
Confirm with your venue leading up to your workshop

Location- Within a reasonable distance for participants to travel, whether by foot or public transit.
❏
❏

Is it easy to access by public transportation
consider offering ride-sharing opportunities for groups that could travel together

Assessability- Be mindful of accessibility for participants with mobility issues
❏

Is there wheelchair access?

Affordability- Within the workshop budget and considering financial accessibility for participants
❏

Consider local community rooms or gardens, libraries, schools or churches that may be willing
to donate space.
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Seating: Ensure there is sufficient seating and workspaces for the comfort and size of the group.
❏
❏
❏

Envision the lay-out how the participants will be organized in the space.
Will everyone be around a table or in a circle?
Or will the facilitator be in the front facing seated participants?
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Safety
Should be a top priority when hosting any workshop or event.
The health and wellbeing of participants should be considered at every stage of
the planning and delivery process, including the location, activities, and food and
refreshments that may be served.

Food Safety

the proper preparation and safe handling of food should be

promoted to avoid risk of foodborne illness. General food safety tips discusses
best practices for food safety such as safe food handling, storing, cooking,
barbecuing and reheating

Garden Safety

gardening workshops come with their own particular

The PEI Department of Health
and Wellness has a number of
useful brochures and fact sheets
on their website including a food
safety pamphlet
A wider range of helpful
brochures are be found at the
Newfoundland and Labrador
Department of Community
Services website

considerations due to environmental conditions of hosting in an outdoor setting and the
use of tools and other equipment Refer to Appendix G: Garden Safety (page 33) for
things to keep in mind for garden workshops.
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Legislated on PEI under the
Public Health Act, and in
particular the Food Premise
Regulations. The
Environmental Health
division of the Department of
Health and Wellness is
responsible for ensuring
compliance with the
regulations.
PEI Health and Wellness,
Environmental Health
Phone:
1 800 958 6400
or (902) 368 4970

Food premises owned by nonprofit organizations where low-risk food is
prepared or served by volunteers for functions or gatherings are exempted
from the food premise regulations.
A Class 4 license (no fee) is required if your organization is preparing high risk
food such as sandwiches, meat dishes, casseroles, or hosting large
fundraising dinners.
If you are unsure if the food you are preparing is high or low risk, or have any
questions about the facilities you plan to use to give workshops, it is advised to
contact the Environmental Health division.
If your community organization is involved in ongoing workshops or events
where food is prepared consider the Food safety training for volunteers
course from the Dept of Health and Wellness
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Promoting
Once planning a skills workshop is complete. It is time to get the word out!
Keeping advertising budget in mind, here are some suggestions to
successfully promote workshops at little or no cost.
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Promote widely and through a variety of media outlets within the
community to reach target audiences.
Be sure to begin promoting your workshop(s) with plenty of advanced
notice and friendly reminders leading up to the date.
Spread the word: Everywhere!, tell people about the great workshop being
presented and ask them to pass the word on.
Promote the workshop at other events: Ask to attend the events and
meetings of related groups to tell people about the workshop.
Promote the event through the host venue: put up posters, spread the word
through on-site calendars and newsletters
Use local events calendars: Often Municipalities, community groups, or
tourism centres will have online community calendars with free advertising

It’s helpful to have a
handout with the
workshop information or a
link to it to hand out

Often those last minute
reminders convince
people to attend.

Promote the activities:

the hands-on part of
the workshops are a
great draw for
attracting interest.
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TO DO

Create a poster:.
Post copies on bulletin boards
around public gathering spaces
such as local libraries,
community centres….
See Sample Posters

TO DO

Create an email:
send details of workshop to a list
contacts, attach a poster- (if
possible)
encourage sharing with email
contact list of prospective
participants.

TO DO

Communicate with local
community groups.
Often they have e-mail lists and
newsletters the event could be
promoted through. Share event
details with groups that may
serve or reach targeted
participants. (i.e. PEI Food
Security Network, PEI Food
Exchange,
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Use Social Media
Create a Facebook event page. Invite people to join and share the
event. Share it with other relevant local groups on facebook
Twitter send out a tweet periodically throughout the planning stages.
Instagram seems especially popular with young people and may
also be used to promote the workshop

Use free local media:
➢
➢
➢

Make a public service announcement (PSA) on CBC radio two weeks before the workshop
Add it to the CBC community calendar
Send a press release to The Guardian, Journal Pioneer and/or the Eastern Graphic and
request that the workshop be included in their community events section.

➢

Submit details to The Buzz and Salty Magazine
Submit before the 15th of the month prior for inclusion in their print version.

➢

Kijiji and other classified ads site with a community events sections can also be an effective
means to announce your workshop.
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The Workshop itself
You have planned, promoted, and prepared for
the workshop; now it is time to deliver!
As a facilitator:
❖

Come prepared with any materials needed to
deliver the workshop, including extra pens and
paper just in case.

❖

Be sure to familiarize yourself with the module
content ahead of time.

❖

Be friendly, clear, and confident in your delivery

❖

Adjust your language and information based on
the skill and understanding of your participants.
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❖

Create a relaxed atmosphere for learning.
introduce yourself and have the class get to
know each other.

❖

Open yourself up to questions and suggestions.

❖

Outline your objectives for the workshop.
Explain what you hope to accomplish in the
available time.

❖

Encourage active participation

❖

Provide relevant and practical information
participants must also feel that they have learned
something.

❖

Vary your activities and your style.
Keep the workshop flowing at a pace that
keeps participants’ attention.

❖

Wrap up Q&A with and request feedback from
the class.

❖

Have Fun
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Build a Welcoming Space for Adult Learners
The following principles, developed by Food First NL for their Best Practices Toolkits, should be kept in mind
when facilitating workshops for adult learners:
1.

Draw upon learners’ experiences as a resource. Adults have a wide experience base.
Facilitators can help participants share their own experiences and create an environment where
participants are encouraged to learn from one another. By focusing on the strengths learners bring
to the workshop, learners are able to connect new learning with prior knowledge.

2.

Foster a spirit of collaboration. Collaborative learning focuses on the interdependence of each
member. Learners collaborate with facilitators and with each other by working together to answer
questions and perform activities.

3.

Involve learners in the planning and implementation of learning activities. Adults are
interested in things that are relevant to their lives. Adults’ past experiences, their current learning
goals, and their sense of self will influence what they want to learn and how they learn it. The
facilitator can create a situation in which participants can share in the planning, implementation,
and evaluation of workshops.
33
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4.

Create a climate that encourages and supports learning. Adults have a sense of personal
dignity. They must be treated with respect at all times and never feel humiliated or laughed at
before others. A safe atmosphere where learners can admit confusion and express different
opinions is one that enhances learner self-esteem and reduces fear.

5.

Cultivate self-direction in learners. In a supportive and safe learning environment, the
facilitator can become a mentor to adult learners. They can help learners to develop skills
that lead to self-direction, independent learning, and empowerment. Facilitators can
encourage learners to continue to seek out knowledge and experiences related to the topic
beyond the workshop.
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What is Facilitation
Facilitating Workshops
Workshop facilitation is about helping a group to gain skills and knowledge.
Unlike the stereotype role of a school teacher, it's not about being in charge.
You don't even need to be an expert in the workshop topic (although it can
often help). The key to good facilitation is that you and the participants are
equals - you all share responsibility to create a good learning experience.

○
○
○
○
○
○

What is facilitation?
How people learn
Preparing for a workshop
Workshop facilitation skills
Troubleshooting
Evaluation

Your job is often about setting up activities that enable people to learn from
each other and build on their own knowledge
Facilitation is also about taking responsibility for other factors which enable
people to learn. A comfortable venue, enough breaks, helping create a safe
space and good time keeping are all part of facilitating learning. This can be
a lot to think about all at once, and some people choose to share the
facilitation role.

Further Resources
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More tools from our friends at NB Food
Security Action Groups
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Wrapping it Up
Leave time at the end for further Q&A’s
Whether or not you are planning on hosting multiple workshops, consider creating a simple
workshop evaluation form to gather feedback from participants. Reviewing these evaluations can
help you to adapt and improve upon your workshops over time based on the experiences of
participants.
Evaluating the workshop together with the group allows you to check that the workshop has met the
group's expectations and gives you ideas for improvement. Build at least five minutes evaluation
time into each workshop plan.
Sample Evaluations Link
Consider documenting your workshop experiences with photos or videos. Those photos and videos
can be very useful to community groups for supporting future funding requests, promoting upcoming
events, and showcasing the successes of a workshop or project.
Note: get consent from participants to take photographs or film workshops.
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FX History of Food Skills Workshops
Since it’s inception in 2013 the PEI Food Exchange has recognized the importance and empowerment of
food literacy and has been hosting a variety of food skills workshops…..

2013

1rst workshop salsa making,made with squash……..

2014

Monthly food skills workshops ranging from bread making to edible sea
plants in partnership with the PEI Farm Centre and PEI2014

2015

1st CFMP pilot hosted on general food skills and facilitation

2016

2nd CFMP pilot hosted general food skills and facilitation

2016

Community Preservers Program (modelled after the CFMP) specializing
in preserving funded by a City of Charlottetown sustainability micro grant.

2017

Community Garden Mentor Program (modelled after the CFMP) specializing
in organic food garden funded by a City of Charlottetown sustainability micro
grant.

The Community Food
Mentor Program (CFMP) is
a capacity-building initiative
that seeks to increase
community food security
and build partnerships
through a shared
learning/training experience
that increases the exchange
of information on food
skills, healthy eating
practices and local food
sourcing. Funding through
a Wellness grant from the
Department of Health and
Wellness.
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FX History of Food Skills Workshops
2017

A series of hands on fermentation parties in collaboration with a local
organic farmer allowed participants to learn, while providing the necessary
labour the small farm needed to make their value added products.

2018

A series of food skills workshops were held focusing on the local food
system and how to prepare local food, in collaboration with the PEI
Organic Producers Co op.

June-Oct

Edible Gardening for Beginners. - gardening skills workshops funded by
a City of Charlottetown sustainability micro grant.

Oct-Dec

A Series of 5 Preserving workshops were undertaken with emphasis on
safety, budget and flavour.

Nov-Dec

A Series of 5 Cooking workshops making the most of a limited budget to
enjoy healthy,varied, and uncomplicated meals

Grow It, Eat It, Preserve It. Food
skills workshops a grant from
PEI Agriculture and Fisheries
under the Community Food
Security Program
.
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Sample Checklist - are you ready?
Use this checklist to make sure that you are ready to host a preserving workshop. As you complete each task, check it off.
❏
❏
❏

❏

❏

❏
❏

Identify who will facilitate the workshop and agree on
a couple of options for day and time.
If a facilitation fee is to be paid agree on the fee.
Prepare a budget and inform the facilitator how much
the food and supplies budget is so they can create
workshop activities with the budget in mind.
Determine if the facilitator has a preferred venue and
any equipment or space requirements. (e.g. audio
visual, dishwasher, big enough space for all the
participants to observe or be hands-on)
If possible have the facilitator visit the venue before
booking it to determine if it is suitable for the planned
activities. Check to make sure all the equipment
needed is available and in working order.
Book the venue. Confirm with the venue that there is
no issue with the planned activities.
Promote the workshop to the community and keep
track of registered participants.

❏

❏

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

If the person giving the workshop is not supplying the
ingredients get a detailed list of ingredients needed. The
FX generally prefers to reimburse the cost of the supplies
to the person giving the workshop. .
Prepare and print out handouts, recipes and other
resources or determine another method (e.g. email,
website) to share this information with participants.
Print other materials as needed (e.g. sign-up sheets to
collect participants’ contacts, evaluation forms).
Remind participants of the workshop a few days before
the workshop.
Check in with the facilitator a few days before the
workshop.
Purchase refreshments and food if planned for.
Take photos and videos to share (with permission from
the participants).
Leave the venue as you found it (ask the participants to
help).
Have fun at your workshop!
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How to build mental fitness into the program?
●

Get to know the participants before the program starts: education, experience, interests,
age, gender, expectations, special accommodations.

●

Remember that people learn, contribute and retain information in different ways,
therefore a variety of techniques is more effective.

●

Always allow flexibility in the lesson plan, but let the group know the expected time that
will be spent on each activity to keep the sessions on track.

●

Recognize and celebrate the skills and strengths of participants.

●

Demonstrate respect, acceptance and interest in the input of others.

●

Allow for a creative process to occur within a defined structure that keeps the group
focused on their learning objectives.
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...

How to build mental fitness into the program?
●

Consider the interests of the participants.

●

Offer choices and the opportunity to make decisions.

●

Encourage respect, inclusiveness and acceptance.

●

Explain the goals and functions of the activities.

●

Be prepared with activities and discussion topics to keep the participants engaged and alert.

●

Remember that each participant is an important contributor to the shared learning
experience.
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Workshop Agenda
Preparing Local Vegetables
A Root Cellars Rock Food Skills Workshop
Date:
Time:
Facilitator:
Location:
Hosting Group(s):
1. Introduction (10 minutes)
2. Roots of Our Local Food (10 minutes)
3. Digging In (45 minutes)
4. Activity (40 minutes)
5. Conclusion (15 minutes)
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Return completed forms to:
Food Skills Workshop Registration Form
Please ﬁll in this registration form to the best of your ability. It will be kept private and used only to ensure your spot in the upcoming workshop.
Name:
Phone Number:
Email:
1. Do you have any food restrictions that organizers should be aware of, including allergies?
2. Photos and videos may be taken at the workshop. Do you consent to being photographed and/or ﬁlmed?
[ ] Yes [ ] No
3. Please rank and circle your prior understanding of the workshop topic, where 1= little understanding and 4= very knowledgeable:
1234
3. What do you hope to learn or gain by attending this workshop?
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Workshop Title:

Date:

Organizers:
ESTIMATED FUNDS AVAILABLE

ESTIMATED EXPENSES
Description

Amount

Notes

Description

Venue

Fee from participants

Activity Materials
(see modules)

Donations

Amount

Notes

Grants

Refreshments & Food
Printing & Photocopies

Group’s
funds

Other*

Other
Total Estimated
Expenses

workshop

Total Estimated
Funds

* Other may include transportation, honorariums for facilitators, child care, etc.

Estimated funds - Estimated expenses = Estimated surplus or deﬁcit
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Fees
Charging participants a small and accessible fee can help to cover the cost of hosting a workshop.
There are diﬀerent fee types to choose from, including ﬂat rate, sliding scale, suggested donation, and pay-what-you-can.
Flat rate: A set fee is required from all participants. It could reﬂect the cost per participant to cover the workshop expenses or
could be set a bit higher to fundraise for the group hosting the workshop.
Sliding scale: Participants are categorized in some way and are required to pay a fee that reﬂects their income level, involvement in
the hosting group, or role at the workshop. This type of fee structure can create incentive for participants to join a group’s
membership or volunteer so that they are able to pay a discounted fee. Some examples of sliding scale categories are:
• employed individuals, unwaged individuals
• adults, students, seniors
• non-members, members
• regular participants, participants who volunteer
Suggested donation: A donation amount is suggested and participants decide what they can reasonably aﬀord to donate based on
that amount. For example, suggested donation may be $5 but some individuals will choose to donate $10 and others may donate
$2.
Pay-what-you-can: Participants are asked to pay some money towards the workshop but there is no limit or suggestion on what
that amount should be so participants decide what is reasonable for them.
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Appendix F: Garden Safety
The following is a list of safety tips borrowed from Food First NL’s Root Cellars Rock Container Gardening toolkit. It is important to keep safety
top of mind when incorporating gardening skills or using garden tools at a workshop. Share this information with participants as needed.
1.

2.

Protect yourself from sun overexposure, exhaustion and injury:
●
wear a hat and adequate clothing for the weather
●
apply sunscreen
●
take breaks in the shade
●
drink enough water to stay hydrated
●
eat enough healthy food to maintain energy
●
pace yourself and be aware of your physical limits
●
stretch after vigorous activity or keeping to one position for a long time
●
avoid straining your back, neck, and knees
●
have a first aid kit on site and when possible, someone trained in first aid
Stay safe when using garden machinery and tools:
●
wear sturdy gardening gloves, footwear and clothing that covers skin
●
choose equipment that is the right size and weight for you to handle
●
when you are unsure of how to use something, ask for guidance
●
keep equipment clean and rust-free
●
store equipment in safe, dry places
○
maintain a tidy work space be aware of possible tripping hazards
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●
●
●
●
●
1.

place sharp equipment like rakes sharp-side-down
do not leave equipment unattended
keep equipment in good working order with tune-ups and repairs read and follow manufacturer’s instructions for all equipment
do not work with electrical equipment in wet or damp conditions
use extension cords that are rated for outdoor use

Be cautious when using fertilizers (even organic), pesticides, and chemicals:
●
keep skin covered by wearing long clothing and sturdy gloves
●
remove garden shoes and brush off clothing before going indoors and consider keeping separate clothing to be worn only during application
●
read and follow manufacturer’s instructions closely store fertilizers, pesticides and chemicals in safe places away from food, children, and
pets

Ensure food safety in the garden: (Adapted from the University of Maine Cooperative Extension)
●
choose a garden site that is away from septic systems, manure piles, and areas where animals frequent
●
if using surface water (streams, ponds, etc.) or rain barrels to water your garden, apply water to the base of plants at the soil level
●
if using well water, ensure that the water is regularly tested for safety use potable water to clean soil and residue from foods
●
harvest foods with clean hands/gloves and tools
●
harvest foods into clean, food-grade containers
●
if putting foods into storage, be sure to handle them gently to avoid creating damage that could eventually rot
●
ensure that harvested foods are adequately dry before storing
●
be aware of potential soil contamination and consider having your soil tested, refer to St. John’s Safer Soil as a resource
●
if growing food in containers, do not use pressure treated wood, painted materials or heat/water sensitive containers that could degrade and
leach contaminants into the soil
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Sample Participant Consent Form
I agree that my contact information provided below may be used to contact me for purposes directly related to this workshop (example - to
complete an evaluation or send further resources to you).
I understand that I may be contacted to let me about upcoming events.
I understand that the organizer is not responsible in the case of sickness or injury during my participation in this workshop, and I have informed
the organizer of any allergies I have before attending the workshop.
I understand that any photos taken during the workshop may be used by the organizer to promote and inform the public about the
workshop.These photos may be shared via websites, social media, newsletters, presentations, conferences, etc. (If you prefer not to have your
photo taken during the workshop, let your facilitator know at the beginning of the workshop).

Name: __________________________________________________________________
E-Mail address: __________________________________________________________
Phone Number: (daytime)_____________
Signature: ______________________________

(other)_____________________
Date: ______________________
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APPENDIX K -Sample Evaluation Form

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
-
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